
Meek, Boylan and Bleau JFK Assassination Research Project- Who (Persons of 

Interest) Survey- April 27, 2024 

The fourth and final survey was sent to close to 630 potential respondents by email and was closed on April 27, 2024, 

after one week of access. Approximately 10 messages came back of non-availability of the recipient. 118 responded to 

the survey representing 19 percent of the population targeted, which is excellent. Reports on all four surveys are 

archived at jfkchokeholds.com in the media section. 

Books consulted 

Out of 20 books presented in the first survey question, Crossfire was the book that was the most read (104), followed by 

On the Trail of the Assassins (100), JFK and the Unspeakable (98), and Destiny Betrayed (92). Lone nut scenario books like 

Case Closed (42% of respondents) and Reclaiming History (34%) were read by a fair number of respondents. 

 

Subjects of interest 

Subjects presented in the second section of the survey who received the Most Extreme interest ratings were: 
Dulles (83) and Jack Ruby (83), James Angleton (81) D.A. Phillips (Note: due to an error DA Phillips was not 
available on the first 19 surveys, we pro-rated the answers to 75 based on the trend set by the 100 or so who could 
evaluate him), William Harvey (74),  David Ferrie (69), Curtis Lemay (68), Guy Banister (65), George Joannides (61), 
Ed Lansdale (59). 

Still many others saw a majority of respondents rating their interest level as high or extremely high. These include. 
E. H. Hunt, General Cabel, Richard Bissel, J. D. Tippit, Will Fritz, Captain Westbrook, Rosco White, Emory Roberts, 
William Greer, John Rosselli, Santos Trafficante, Sam Giancana, Carlos Marcello, Jim Braden, Frank Sturgis, Joseph 
Milteer, H.L. Hunt, D.H. Bird, Clay Shaw, General Lemnitzer, LBJ, L.H. Oswald, Mayor Cabel, George De 
Mohrenschildt.  

There are quite a few do not know answers (41 subjects probed had 40 or more do not know selections), suggesting 
that respondents are not aware of a number of subjects. Cuban exiles as well as members Military detachments 
are less known than subjects from other groups. 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

Are there any other subjects of interest you would like to mention ?53 réponses 

No 

In my answers there could vert well be Unwitting vs. Witting 

Ruth Paine 

William Cuthbert Brady, Charles A. Waters, Arnesto Rodriguez, David Phillips, Carl Jenkins, Pierre Lafitte: just as 

persons of interest. 

David Atlee Phillips (5). 

Werner von Alvensleben 

Ruth Paine, Michael Paine, Robert Oswald (look alike), Robert Webster (look alike)  

Additional JCOS that are not listed here. They green lighted the executive action.  

The Zapruder film; the medical evidence (Humes, Boswell, Finck; J. Edgar Hoover; Billy Lovelady 

John Martino - 5 (he identified himself as a conspirator) Carlos Bringuier and Manuel Salvat Rocque 4 

Did you mention D.H. Byrd? LBJ insider who was UP TO HIS BLOODY EYEBALLS IN THE JFK ASSASSINATION. 

How about LBJ insider ED CLARK who admitted participation. LBJ, Gen. Edward Lansdale, David Atlee Phillips. 

Don't forget RUFUS YOUNGBLOOD - LBJ's Secret Service agent. 

There is a difference between “having interest” on whatever level…and actually being a “participant” in the 

planning, execution and cover-up. I answered the question about :interest” not about “participation."  

There is a cast of characters surrounding the Parkland emergency personnel, the Harper Fragment, the body 

snatch, the "surgery to the head", the Bethesda Three Stooges all watched over by LeMay and the naval officers. 

It's stylish to mock those stipulating a casket Three-Card Monte, the frenzied dive into the brain before the 8 PM 

official start, the X-ray and photo shenanigans and the awful Zapruder cartoon. I've done all the surveys, but I'm 

not certain the shot scenario has been polled. Put me down for three headshots. Bravo for tabulating the 

caterwauling of a herd of cats. 

Do we really Know for sure that Oswald went to Mexico? What proof do we have? 

j edgar hoover 

Paul - I worked for a company starting in 1976 - Optimum Systems Inc. in Sunnyvale CA - Owned by Clint 

Murchison Jr. - a computer time sharing firm which was used to analyze draft picks for the Dallas Cowboys - My 

sons' grandfather Fred Friendly worked for CBS and later the Ford Foundation under McGeorge Bundy who I 

believe was cautioned by Bundy not to pursue an investigation into the assassination while LBJ was alive. Bundy 

supervised the pre-autopsy surgery on JFK's head wounds. Please study my report on the assassination which I 

will send you today. You need to have at least 100 books on your list to evaluate. 



Jean Pierre Lafitte (aka QJWIN) 

Richard Case Nagell and the Chicago/Miami/Tampa plots. Zapruder and all other severely altered films.  

HSCA Testimonies 

Harry Olsen, 

John Martino. Also, my answers do not necessarily indicate degree of involvement in an assassination 

conspiracy, but also the likelihood that the person had knowledge of the assassination, either directly or 

indirectly, before or after the fact. (It took me longer than 10 minutes - where a name was familiar, I looked them 

up. If a name was unfamiliar, I answered Do Not Know for the sake of time.)  

Roy Kellerman, J. Edgar Hoover, Clyde Torrens, George Senator 

Admiral Calvin Galloway 

Note, in the above questions, many of these were in "need to know" their role, but few had the entire picture of 

the plot. 

Roy Kellerman 

The likely impact of ;Chokeholds' on the decades-long research effort into the conspiracy to kill President 

Kennedy, 

Various CIA personnel like Jane Roman, Goodpasture, Helms, etc, especially in terms of the CIA covering their 

tracks, Gerald Ford, some of the witnesses in the Tippit Case, (is Johnny Brewer on the up and up?) FBI 

personnel (higher ups like Sullivan and others in Dallas in covering up aspects of the case) 

The entire subject of RFK involved in investigations and the control of information about his brothers death for 

the remainder of his life is never fully examined. A unique peer review process and entity to validate or invalidate 

many pieces of media that should be labeled fictional upon release might help the misinformation stream to 

have a lesser effect and stop interested observers from wasting time and energy with the likes of Judy Baker or 

poorly sourced works that spend years in popular circulation stealing the effective spotlight from truly solid 

works. 

I think there were anti-Castro Cubans involved but I am not familiar with specific names. I gave Oswald a low 

rating as far as being involved in the conspiracy but he must have had some knowledge on an event going to 

happen. Why did he go to the theater? Who told him to do so? Bill Shelley? A book not mentioned above is 

"Prayer Man", which I have read along with Bart Kamp and Greg Parker's websites which indicate LHO being on 

the front steps during the assassination. 

Roy Truly, Bill Shelly, Ann Egeter 

Umbrella Man and Walkie Talkie Man; I am convinced they both part of plot. Umbrella Man was Alan Dulles's 

"message" delivery man to JFK that he was going to die & who was sending the message 

Richard Helms 

I've looked very hard into that 'French connection' and came to conclude that Michel Roux, whether he knew it or 

not, was part of a deception or eye-catching distraction. I'd also like to have seen Jerry Buchanan's name 

proposed as an alterante to that of Roy Hargraves. Reginald Ponce de Leon would have been nice to 'vote' on. 

Some of the 'don't know' votes that I cast were because I hadn't ever heard of the figure, and others were 

because I couldn't tell whether he seemed suspicious or not. If you redid the poll, I'd like that 'never heard of the 

guy' option, as opposed to the agnostic one. 

Ruth Paine, Dan Rather. Not too late for either of them to answer questions if suitably motivated. Richard 

Nixon...he created 5412 and Operation 40. 

Richard Kleberg, Captain John Stover, Jim Bishop, all CIA officials in the food chain above Jane Roman, all naval 

officials above Stover, Admiral Rufus Taylor, Lifton's Bethesda helicopter pilot interviewed in 1996, whose name 

he did not want to give, Agent Glen Bennett, Kellerman, Stout, Sulliman, Agent Taylor, Kivett, Berger.  

Cliff Carter & Ed Clark are possibilities as being part of the plot. 

Some typos among the names? Did you mean Charles Harrelson? 

Some major omissions from the book list. Rush to Judgement, Whitewash series, Reclaiming Parkland, The 

Warren Omission, Breach of Trust, Six Seconds in Dallas, In the Eye of History, Who was Jack Ruby, Reasonable 



Doubt, The Last Investigation, Warren Commission Report (BS but essential), Etc Etc… The police department 

were involved in the murder of Oswald, the framing of Oswald, the cover up. 

John Liggett--he mortician who was so good with cosmetic surgery on cadavers who is reported to have ben 

involved in modifying the JFK body or those of others so that the autopsy would align with their desires.  

Paul Helliwell 

Ruth paine 

Fix spelling: Averrell Harriman, Isidro Borja 

Chokeholds Is next on my list 🙂 

no 

Robert I Nash, 

Carl Jenkins, Porter Goss, Maritza Artime, Felix Rodriguez 

Marina Oswald knew much more than she has told. 

Nixon, John J McLoy 

No. 

CIA 

Yes read my jfk summary report . 233 pages 195 diagrams figures formulas and spreadsheets. Nothing else 

compares reflecting 60 books and hundreds of articles. Most comprehensive analysis of Gov Connally’s 

wounds. 

Bill Alexander 
 

 

 


